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Abstract There exists a wide set of scheduling approaches in literature for grid computing. However, it is still

necessary to make e�orts to obtain scheduling strategies able to manage the inherent uncertainty and dynamism

of grids in order to meet QoS requirements of both users and network administrators. In this regard, Fuzzy

Rule-Based Systems are expert systems that are increasingly arising as an alternative for the development of

grid scheduling systems, mainly due to their adaptability to environments dynamism and capability to cope with

uncertainty in systems information. Nevertheless, bearing in mind that these systems performance is strongly

related to the quality of their acquired knowledge, new learning strategies are sought. In this work, a collection of

learning strategies for knowledge bases in grid computing scheduling systems are presented: strategies based on

Genetic Algorithms, Di�erential Evolution and a novel strategy, Knowledge Acquisition with a Swarm Intelligence

Approach founded on Particle Swarm Optimization. Also, simulation results illustrating the feasibility of these

strategies in di�erent grid scenarios are shown.

Keywords: Grid Scheduling, Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems, Automatic Learning, Di�erential Evolution, Genetic
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1 Introduction

The recent appearance of high speed networks and growing demand for computational platforms to
solve large-scale problems in science, technology and engineering have conducted Grid computing as
a next generation infrastructure for distributed computation [10]. A computational grid consists of a
collection of autonomous, heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources that cooperate and
share capabilities to help in the achievement of a common goal. The majority of production systems
nowadays, such as LSF [43], PBS [27], Condor [38] and grid meta-scheduling systems like Grid Service
Broker [40] and GridWay [15], base their strategy on queue-based scheduling techniques. These scheduling
techniques have demonstrated to be able to meet simple performance objectives in grids and they are
generally presented as the facto standard currently. Nevertheless, in the light of the increasing demand
concerning complex QoS performance criteria, queued-based strategies need support from other methods
such as advanced reservation [22]. However, queued-based scheduling techniques cannot work with a
large quantity of reservations. To be precise, it is stated that a number of reservations over the system
boundary can derive into a detriment in resource usage and response time of jobs without reservation
rights. Thereby, other �exible scheduling techniques are studied. Adaptive scheduling strategies propose
to bear in mind both current and future resources conditions to avoid and prevent grid system performance
degradation [42]. In this regard, scheduled-based strategies base their decisions on a �known� current state
of the grid system to allow a more precise schedule of jobs and meeting of diverse QoS requirements. The
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Figure 1: Fuzzy Meta-scheduling system structure within the grid environment.

�known� current state make reference to available resources domain capabilities, computational demands,
number of jobs, etc. However, it is to be noted the fact that the grid state is inherently imprecise and thus
it is not possible to know resources state in a accurate sense. The consideration of scheduling strategies
concerning this uncertain state can derive in schedule plans based on non-real grid conditions. However,
it is studied that a scheduling strategy destined to achieve certain level of QoS has to take into account
a more or less precise information of the grid state [20]. From these statements it can be inferred that
strategies able to react to the environment dynamism and imprecisions may be convenient, given the fact
that obtaining an accurate knowledge of the system condition it is not generally feasible.

In the consideration of information subject to uncertainty, the role of Fuzzy Logic (FL) has to be
highlighted. FL is basically founded on the idea that the human reasoning is approximate by nature
and it suggests a methodology for the description of this fuzzy or uncertain knowledge in situations
where a certain level of imprecision must be tolerated [44]. In this regard, Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems
(FRBS) are an extension of classical rule-based systems that try to conciliate the classical engineering
techniques accuracy and arti�cial intelligence methodologies interpretability and �exibility. FRBSs have
been adapted to a great range of fuzzy modeling, control and classi�cation problems [1, 8]. Moreover, they
have recently attracted the scheduling community attention for their application to large-scale scheduling
[11, 25, 33]. A major advantage of FRBSs is related to their ability to cope with noisy or uncertain
information presented in highly dynamic systems.
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Feature Description

Number of free resources (NFR) Number of resources having at least a free processor to execute a task in a RDi.

Number of idle MIPS (MIPS) Number of free MIPS in each RDi.

Free processors (FP) Number of free processors within a RDi.

Free memory (FM) Total free memory of all resources in a RDi.

Size of executed tasks (SET) Sum of the lengths of the tasks that have been executed in the involved RDi.

Number of executed tasks (NET) Number of transactions this RDi has been involved in.

Overall execution time (OET) Total time a RDi has been immersed in executing tasks.

Table 1: De�nition of inputs features for the fuzzy meta-scheduler. Description 1.

Feature Description

Number of free processing elements (FPE) Number of free processing element within RDi.

Previous Tardiness (PT) Sum of tardiness of all �nished jobs in RDi.

Resource Makespan (RM) Current makespan for RDi.

Resource Tardiness (RT) Current tardiness of jobs within RDi.

Previous Score (PS) Previous deadline score of already �nished jobs in RDi.

Resource Score (RS) Number of non delayed jobs so far in RDi.

Resources In Execution (RE) Number of Resources currently executing jobs within RDi.

Table 2: De�nition of inputs features for the fuzzy meta-scheduler. Description 2.

Nevertheless, the successful operation of FRBSs is strongly related to the quality of their acquired
knowledge or fuzzy Rule Bases (RB). Since obtaining such RBs on the basis of experts criteria is not feasi-
ble in most of current applications, mainly due to the lack of experts in the speci�c area or because only a
partial or incomplete description of the system can be derived, self-learning strategies have been pursued.
In this sense, the role of genetic strategies is to be underlined. Genetic strategies have proved their e�ec-
tiveness for the evolution of rules in FRBSs based on the survival of best suited adapted chromosomes.
Speci�cally, two main strategies, namely, Michigan [2] and Pittsburgh approaches [34] stand out of the
genetic strategies which consider the encoding of rules and RB as individuals of the candidate population,
respectively, and are subject to genetic operations. Furthermore, the combination and modi�cation of
these strategies has led to new approaches able to harness each methodology strengths and improve �nal
results. Also, new bio-inspired learning approaches for knowledge acquisition are recently emerging based
on well-known optimization algorithms. This is the case of the adaptation Di�erential Evolution (DE)
[35] which follows the general procedure of evolutionary algorithms and considers a weighted di�erence
process among RBs to achieve optimization of rules or Knowledge Acquisition with a Swarm Intelligence
Approach (KASIA) [32], the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) -based strategy [19] where individuals
or RBs, so-called particles, move within the search space in order to reach optimal locations. Hence, given
the high dependence of the expert meta-schedulers in grid computing with the quality of the knowledge
bases and thus, with the learning acquisition process it can be relevant to analyze the performance of
these strategies in terms of �nal results and computational e�ort. In this work, several bio-inspired
learning strategies for FRBSs are applied to obtain knowledge bases for expert meta-schedulers in grid
computing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem description of scheduling
in grid systems using FRBSs. In Section 3, the di�erent bio-inspired strategies used for knowledge
acquisition applied to scheduling in grids are introduced. Section 4 is centered on simulations results of
the suggested schemas and it also provides a comparison with classical scheduling strategies. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Problem description

A computational grid can be described as a collection of Hj heterogeneous computational resources,
distributed within diverse administrative or resources domains, RDj =

{
rj,1, rj,2, . . . , rj,Hj

}
. Moreover,
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the association of RDs makes up a general domain or Virtual Organization, V O = {RD1, RD2, ..., RDG}.
Thereby, the scheduling problem in grids can be understood as a hierarchical problem regarding two
di�erent levels. On the one hand, a grid meta-scheduler, allocates L users jobs J = {J1, J2, ..., JL} to the
available RDs in the grid VO. On the other hand, local schedulers are in charge of scheduling jobs within
their associated RD.

Recent works [11, 28, 32, 33] suggest the utilization of expert systems to work as meta-schedulers. A
fuzzy based meta-scheduler founds its strategy in the fuzzy description of the state and application of
fuzzy rules to infer the best selection of resources. The structure of these systems can be observed in
Figure 1, which follows the classical schema of Mamdani fuzzy logic systems [5]. Three main components
can be di�erentiated: the fuzzi�cation system, the inference system and defuzzi�cation system. The joint
operation of these entities provides a resource domain selector index, yo, for every resource domain RDj

concerning its state at every scheduling decision and thus, it shows the suitability of its associated RD
to be selected. Next, several input variables and a description of possible �tness that can be used for
performance optimization of the expert meta-schedulers in grid systems are presented.

2.1 Grid system features

With the aim of providing an e�cient workload scheduling, the meta-scheduler is based on the knowledge
of the state of the grid resources domains and its own knowledge of the grid system. Resources state can be
described bearing in mind several features that characterize their computational capabilities and results
through time, such as the number of free processing elements, number of machines in use, makespan,
tardiness, deadlines, delays or failures associated to these resources, etc. In other words, the state of
resources can characterize the actual use of resources and also, their performance through time. Hence,
from this featuring, the meta-scheduler has a wider and more �exible description of the resources than
the one that can be obtained just bearing in mind the current availability of resources. The choice of the
number of variables is considered critic for the scheduling process and the learning process of the expert
scheduler. There is a need to �nd a balance between the accuracy in the resources state characterization,
which is necessary to achieve a schedule able to provide a certain level of QoS, and complexity in the
system learning, in a way that description is not so exhaustive that di�culties the knowledge extraction of
the system where the expert scheduler is placed given the increase of the search space. To be precise, two
descriptions of the grid system have been considered based of seven variables for the di�erent resources
domains. These variables are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

2.2 Grid systems performance

Several performance and optimization criteria can be considered in grid scheduling. Grid scheduling is
a multi-objective problem in its general formulation [42]. Traditionally performance and optimization
criteria can be distinguished, although it is the joint consideration of both criteria which allows the
characterization of the general performance of the grid. The performance criteria of the grid include
the use of CPU of grid resources, load balancing, system usage, waiting times in queues, throughput,
turnaround times, waiting times and response times. Also, other criteria for the featuring of the grid
performance are deadlines, failed deadlines, users priorities, resources failures, etc. On the other hand,
the optimization criteria include makespan, �owtime, average weighted response time, resources usage,
slowdown, tardiness, etc. Among the most relevant formal de�nitions of performance indicators, the
following are pointed out:

• Makespan

makespan = maxj∈JTj (1)

where Tj denotes the execution time for job j.

• Flowtime
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flowtime =
∑
j∈J

Tj (2)

or sum of execution times of all jobs.

• Average Weighted Response Time

AWRT =

∑
j∈J ωj (Tj −Rj)∑

j∈J ωj
(3)

where ωj and Rj indicate the weight and submission time associated to job j, respectively.

• System usage

System Usage =
Nac

min (Nav, Nr)
(4)

whereNac andNav describe the number of active and available CPUs, respectively, andNr represent
the number of demanded CPUs.

• Tardiness

Tardiness = max {Tj − dj , 0} (5)

where dj indicates the �nalization time or due-time expected for job j.

• Slowdown

Slowdown =
Tj −Rj
pj

(6)

where pj denotes the processing time for job j

• Average Weighted Slowdown

AWSD =

∑
j∈ξ(t) pj ·mj · (Tj −Rj)∑

j∈ξ(t) p
2
j ·mj

(7)

where ξ (t) represents the set of �nalized jobs in time t and mj denotes the number of used machines
in the execution of job j.

It is important to point out that these criteria can present con�icting interests as it is the case of
minimization of makespan, resources usage and response times. In the presented approaches in this work,
optimization is conducted both using awrt and makespan as �tness. Nevertheless, the performance of the
scheduling strategies are also analyzed bearing in mind other indexes not used as optimization criteria.
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Figure 2: Fuzzy rules encoding.

3 Knowledge acquisition for fuzzy meta-schedulers

As mentioned before, the RB of the fuzzy meta-scheduler determines the quality of its performance
and thus, obtaining this RB is critical. Hence, this work is centered on the presentation of diverse
reinforcement learning strategies for the evolution of fuzzy rules. Reinforcement Learning (RL) strategies
are unsupervised learning methodologies addressing the way to achieve the best system reply when a role
model is unknown a priori [9, 39]. Therefore, a machine is able to learn by means of a set of trial and
error iterations where system performance information is collected from environment. Speci�cally, several
bio-inspired learning strategies are presented in this work. As found in literature [36], many biological
species show di�erent grades of learning capabilities that allow them to survive and evolve within the
processes of natural selection. Hence, several learning models have been proposed according to biologists
observations about animal and human behavior where a �xed portion of the population changes from
their action in every iteration in order to consider the achievements of the population in the previous
stages. Thus, as a consequence, individuals are subject to a cooperative and competitive process in the
course of evolution.

In this work, a collection of bio-inspired strategies adapted to obtain fuzzy RBs for expert meta-
schedulers. Speci�cally, traditional strategies in genetic fuzzy learning (i.e., Michigan and Pittsburgh
approaches) and hybrid approaches are used. Also, other strategies based on DE and PSO are considered
for the fuzzy learning. It must be mentioned that the presented strategies do not involve the fuzzy sets
modi�cation and thus, the interpretability of the rules is not altered through the learning process. Firstly,
input variables membership functions and rules encoding used in the learning approaches are presented.
Next, the adaptation of these methodologies to the scheduling problem in grid systems is described.

3.1 Coding of fuzzy rules and membership functions speci�cation

Considering the works of [11] and [18] and accordingly to the classical Mamdani model [5], we formulate
the structure of the rules as

Ri = IF a1isA1g and/or . . . anisAnk THEN b isBz withw (8)

where aj denotes the component j of the antecedent, b indicates the consequent, and/or represents the
possible connectives for the antecedents and w is the weight associated to the rule. Also, Ajk indicates
the set k of the l possible fuzzy sets allowed for the component j of the antecedent and Bz represents
the set z of the t possible fuzzy sets for the consequent. Figure 2 shows the general encoding of a fuzzy
rule. As illustrated, a rule is encoded bearing in mind four di�erent components, i.e., the antecedent, the
consequent, the weight and the connective of the antecedents. The antecedent component is made up of
n terms for the n considered input features. The location of a fuzzy set in the rule structure indicates
the antecedent term which the fuzzy set belongs to, i.e., fuzzy set for antecedent aj is located in position
j. Also note the possible number of fuzzy sets for an antecedent aj is the same for every antecedent
terms, NFin. In addition, the negation of sets (NOT operator) and the absence of the antecedent term is
considered. Hence, taken into account the association of an integer to every linguistic label representing
a fuzzy set, the antecedent is encoded as an integer in the interval
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Figure 3: Fuzzy sets for the fuzzy meta-scheduler. Linguistic and numerical representation.

aj ∈ [−NFin, NFin] , j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (9)

Besides, the consequent is located at the position n+ 1 and it also considers the negation and absence of
the consequent (no action for the rule). Also, fuzzy sets are associated to integers. Since the number of
possible sets for the consequent is NFout, the consequent is encoded as an integer in the interval

b ∈ [−NFout, NFout] (10)

Additionally, rules have a weight value in location n+ 2. A real number in the interval

c ∈ [0, 1] (11)

and antecedent connectors {and/or} are located in position n+ 3 as integers, {1, 2}, respectively,

c ∈ {1, 2} (12)

Figure 3 shows a proposal of fuzzy sets for the fuzzy system and the associated linguistic and numerical
representation. To be precise, three fuzzy sets are considered for the antecedent, NFin = 3, with labels
low, middle and high encoded as 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Further, the negation sets, i.e., not low, not
middle and not high, correspond to integers -1, -2 and -3, respectively. Also, the absence of the antecedent
is encoded as 0,

A = {not high, notmiddle, not low, abscence, low, middle, high} = (13)

{−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}; l = 7 (14)

The consequent contemplates �ve fuzzy sets with labels very low, low, middle, high and very high are
are encoded as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. Also, negation sets corresponding to not very low, not low,
middle, high and very high are encoded as -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, respectively with the absence of consequent
represented by 0,

B = {not very high, not high, notmiddle, not low, not very low, abscence, very low, low, (15)

middle, high, very high} = {−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; t = 11 (16)
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Figure 4: Most common genetic crossover types.

It must be mentioned that the simultaneous absence of all the antecedent terms in a rule is not allowed,
since no output is to be considered with independence of the input and it must be born in mind in the
learning strategies. On the other hand, as it can be appreciated, Gaussian functions are considered for
the fuzzy sets. As stated in [11], the the application of gaussian membership functions (GMF) derives
into a better coverage of the input feature space and as a consequence, rules provide a scheduling strategy
for a greater range of possible situations. Thereby, every antecedent and the consequent can be described
with GMFs with the following form

g
(x)
i (z) =

1

σ
(x)
i

√
2π

exp

{
−(z − µ(x)

i )2

2σ
(x)2
i

} {
z ∈ R+ | z ≤ 1

}
(17)

It must be noted that two real values, namely, mean µ
(x)
i and deviation σ

(x)
i describe each fuzzy set for

every antecedent or consequent x and rule Ri. Since the alteration of form and location these sets is not

considered in the learning of fuzzy rules, mean µ
(x)
i and deviation σ

(x)
i remain constant. It is to be noted

that normalized values for both antecedent and consequent are shown in Figure 3.

3.2 Learning strategies based on genetic algorithms

As mentioned before, learning structures based on Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches are proposed
to obtain an improvement on the fuzzy rule-based scheduling system performance by means of rule
population adaptation. Furthermore, two hybrid approaches of these strategies are used to increase the
scheduling system quality. First, a brief introduction to genetic operators is presented. Once a population
is initially generated randomly in regard of the whole range of possible combinations or search space,
genetic algorithms evolve by means of three main operators [5, 6]:

• Selection: In every generation, a set of individuals of the candidate population are selected in order
to generate a new population for the next generation. These individuals are selected on the basis
of a �tness value associated to every solution that indicates the suitability of every individual to
be considered in the next stage. There exist diverse selection mechanisms. The selection process
can be addressed randomly considering proportional selection probabilities to individuals associated
�tness, so-called proportionate selection or roulette-wheel selection, taking into account only those
individuals presenting a �tness value higher than a established boundary or bearing in mind the
best individuals in a generation unchanged in the following generation founded on their �tness
value, known as elitism or elitist selection.

• Crossover: In GAs, this operator is considered to alter the genetic code of individuals or chromo-
somes through generations by the combination of several population individuals genome. Hence,
this operator considers the mixing of individuals in an analogous way as reproduction or biological
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Figure 5: Hard mutation.

Figure 6: Rules hard mutation in genetic strategies.

recombination is entailed. Some types or genetic crossover operators are one-point crossover where
each parent genome is divided into two di�erent parts considering just one randomly generated
cut point for parents genome which is recombined in two children, standard two-point crossover
(i.e., parents genomes are divided into three di�erent parts considering two randomly selected cut
points), cut and splice (i.e., it represents another crossover type tolerating a change in length of the
children individuals code given the fact that each parents genome has a separate choice of crossover
point) or uniform crossover where individual bits in the code are compared between parents and
these bits are to be swapped with a �xed probability. Figure 4 illustrates graphically these crossover
strategies.

• Mutation: Genetic mutation operator is used in order to keep and introduce diversity from one
generation to the next in the population. This operator should help the genetic strategy to avoid
local minima and prevent the population individuals to become too similar and thus, imitating or
slowing evolution. A common type of mutation operator consists of the random alteration of a
bit in a genetic string from its original form or hard mutation (i.e., a random factor indicates if a
speci�c bit is modi�ed though the mutation process). Figure 5 shows an example of hard mutation.
In this work, the genetic strategies considers a hard mutation probability for individuals following
a decreasing exponential distribution along with generations,

M(n) = Mo exp(−n/N)c (18)
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Figure 7: Learning based on Michigan approach.

whereMo indicates the initial mutation, N is the number of generations, n is the current generation
and c is a �xing constant. Hence, an individual of the genetic population is mutated with probability
M(n) at generation n. Figure 6 illustrates the hard mutation of a rule in this work. If a rule is
to be mutated, a term of the antecedent, the consequent, the weight or the connective of the rule
is randomly selected. Next, the mutated value of the component is randomly selected among the
possible values for the type of rule component. In Figure 6, the fourth term of the antecedent,
a4, is selected and the value to be mutated is selected among the possible values for this type of
component, i.e., for NFin = 3, A = {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}.

Next, diverse knowledge acquisition strategies for the genetic evolution of fuzzy rules are presented.

3.2.1 Michigan approach

In the Michigan approach rules are considered as individuals and a RB represents the entire rule pop-
ulation, which evolves by means of the interaction with the grid environment [2]. Besides, Figure 7
illustrates the general structure of the learning classi�er system in the grid environment. As shown, the
system knowledge evolves with the interaction with the grid environment through a reinforcement learn-
ing strategy. With this aim, each classi�er or rule is associated a �tness value that conducts the learning
process. Classi�ers �tness update process allows the distribution of incoming reward or punishment re-
garding useful rules and supports the discovery of new good classi�ers to improve the expert scheduler
knowledge. The learning structure is explained as follows [30]:

Performance system

The evaluation system is responsible for interacting with the grid environment and providing a perfor-
mance factor that indicates the most suitable system response and thus, it drives the optimization process
taking into account each individual contribution [5]. The goal of the learning system can be described
as to minimize a variable f (cost function or objective function) in a �nite set of cases N (generations)
where the system performance (SPn) at n generation can be formulated as:

SPn =


1 if fn ≤ fmin
fn−fn−1

fmin−fn−1
if fn > fmin ∧ fn 6 fn−1

fn−1−fn
fmax−fn−1

if fn < fmax ∧ fn > fn−1

−1 if fn > fmax

(19)

where SPn denotes the improvement or deterioration of the system performance, given by fn, regarding
the previous generation performance (fn−1), and the overall performance until the current generation n
on the basis of best and worst values for �tness f achieved by the strategy, fmin and fmax, respectively,
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so far. Furthermore, the rule in�uence RIi,n for each rule in the RB, weights every rule contribution to
the system output in generation n. In order to evaluate this in�uence, the fuzzy set A in the consequent
of rule i suggested for variable y is compared with the current crisp output of y at generation n and n−1:

RIi,n =


µA(yn) if µA(yn) > 0

0 if µA(yn) = 0∧ | A− yn |6| A− yn−1 |
yn−yn−1

yn−1−yl if µA(yn) = 0∧ | A− yn |>| A− yn−1 |
(20)

where A indicates the fuzzy set suggested in the consequent component of the rule in discussion and yl
denotes the upper or lower bounds of the Universe of Discourse of variable y [5]. Hence, the �nal rule
evaluation is calculated as:

Ei,n = SPn ·RIi,n (21)

From these expressions it can be derived that for a positive value of SPn, i.e. good performance, RIi,n
shows the �nal evaluation polarity for the rule. Finally, rules strength is updated at each n generation
as follows:

Si,n =

{
Si,n−1 +K · TR · Ei,n · (1− SR,n−1) if Ei,n > 0

Si,n−1 +K · TR · Ei,n · SR,n−1 if Ei,n < 0
(22)

where K and TR indicate a constant concerning the setting of the system memory and the rule truth
value, respectively.

Credit assignment system

As introduced before, the performance system de�nes the positive or negative performance of the grid
system at generation n and attributes this evaluation to each rule concerning each in�uence on the output.
Notwithstanding, it is also necessary to �nd out rules cooperation in the participation of other rules in
each generation. With this aim, for a established set of steps at generation n, the credit assignment
system calculates the rules strength taking into account its role in the success of other rules in following
steps.

Thereby, in order to distinguish the e�cacy of the participating rules within the RB, Holland's Bucket
Brigade strategy is followed [13, 14]. Every rule, Ri, is associated a bid value is at step t expressed on
the basis of the bid coe�cient or speci�city Cbidi, the strength Si,n and the �ring strength Fi.

Bidi,n(t) = Cbidi · Si,n(t) · Fi,n(t) (23)

where the �ring strength is de�ned as the minimum degree of belonging to the membership function of
those messages satisfying the rule [17]. Considering this bid value, the credit assignment system update
rules associated strength for those rules cooperating in the achievement of the current system state.
Thereby, the relevance of the participating rules in a given step t at generation n is recurrently subject to
the success of active rules in the following step t+ 1. Thus, a given rule strength is calculated as follows
[17]:

Si,n(t+ 1) = Si,n(t)−Bidi +
Fi∑

k∈M(t) Fk
Sbid(t+ 1) (24)

where M(t) denotes the collection of indexers of activated rules at the step t and Sbid(t) the sum of bids
values,

Sbid(t) =
∑

k∈M(t)

Bidk (25)
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Figure 8: Fuzzy meta-scheduling system based on Pittsburgh approach.

Classi�er discovery system

With the aim of improving the system performance, a rule discovery strategy founded on genetic algo-
rithms is followed. The new rules generation mechanism uses three genetic operators:

• Selection

A random selection is considered, following a roulette wheel based mechanism, where each individual
or rule is represented by a selection space that corresponds to its �tness in a proportional way.
Hence, by repeatedly spinning the roulette wheel, rules are selected using an �stochastic sampling�
process [5].

• Crossover

The combination of genetic material for the generation of new rules in this approach, bears in
mind the same value of cut points as the number of rule connectors. Hence, a uniform crossover
is considered which contrary to standard crossover, allows the classi�er discovery system to create
new rules with all possible antecedents without requiring any type of antecedents reordering.

• Mutation

Since this work does not address the evolution of features fuzzy sets but rules evolution, hard
mutation is selected as the strategy for both antecedents and consequents alteration. Mutation of
rules is addressed as presented in Section 3. I.e., a rule is mutated with probability M(n), Eq. 18,
at generation n where the component of the rule to be altered and the mutation value are randomly
selected among the possible allowed values for the speci�c term following uniform distributions.

3.2.2 Pittsburgh approach

Pittsburgh approach considers whole RBs as individuals of the genetic system [34]. Hence, each genetic
individual encodes a whole RB and a population of fuzzy RBs is to be evolved. The prototype components
used for in this approach can be described as follows [30]:

1. Performance system. In this approach, the genetic fuzzy system evolves populations of RBs and the
�tness function corresponding to each individual is calculated. Thereby, once a RB performance
is obtained, the cooperation between the fuzzy rules within the RB is evaluated and this way
the population can be e�ciently evolved to �nd the RB concerning the best possible fuzzy rules
cooperation.
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2. Rule-Base discovery system. As stated above for Michigan approach, three genetic operators for
new rules generation are considered:

• Selection. With the aim of avoiding the best RB to be eliminated or replaced, a elitism
approach is considered as selection mechanism. Hence, in the selection process, a percentage
of individuals is selected in every generation whereas the new population substitutes the worst
suited RBs from the initial set in the generation.

• Crossover. In this approach, two-point crossover is considered to drive the mixing of the genetic
code of the new individuals in the next generation.

• Mutation. As in the previous approach, hard mutation is born in mind to increase the struc-
tural alteration of the RB population following the procedure shown in Figure 6 for the muta-
tion of rules within a RB. I.e., a RB is mutated with probability M(n), Eq. 18, at generation
n where the rule, component of the rule to be altered and the mutation value are randomly
selected among the possible allowed values for the speci�c term following uniform distributions.

Figure 8 illustrates the evolutionary knowledge acquisition strategy for the fuzzy scheduler based on
Pittsburgh approach.

3.2.3 Hybrid Michigan + Pittsburgh strategy

Also, a hybrid Michigan+Pittsburgh approach is suggested for the evolution of fuzzy rules. Figure 9
depicts the general structure for the learning system within the grid environment. It is shown that the
learning system consists of three basic systems each being responsible for a di�erent stage of the learning
strategy [33]:

• The Initial Learning System addresses the generation of an initial RB which is subject to evolution,
with its rules as individuals of the genetic population. This system corresponds to a �rst knowledge
acquisition stage and it is founded on Michigan approach. Hence, every single rule is encoded as
an individual in this stage of the strategy.

• The Rules Bases Discovery-Integration System is in charge of the generation of the RB population
demanded by the Final Learning System. It is responsible for the integration of the evolved RB or
�good� genetic code achieved in the previous stage in a single or duplicated way. I.e., the obtained
RB can be aggregated several times in the next candidate population in a way that the considered
good qualities are presented in the next stage. However, with the aim that the population diversity
is not a�ected only one set of pre-evolved individuals (i.e., a single RB) are introduced in this stage.
Hence, every single RB is encoded as an individual from this stage.

• The Final Convergence Learning System corresponds to the last learning stage. In this stage, the
learning system provides the �nal set of rules or RB, obtained by a Pittsburgh-based evolution
strategy.

3.2.4 Hybrid Pittsburgh+Michigan

A second hybrid approach is proposed for the learning process of the fuzzy meta-scheduler. In this hybrid
approach, the evolution of rules is initially conducted by a genetic process where RBs act as individuals,
i.e., the application of a Pittsburgh based stage for the learning of the meta-scheduler in a �rst stage.
Nevertheless, the contribution of each rule as a sole component cannot be appreciated through this
process. The di�erentiation of the role of rules as individuals within a RB can be bene�cial to strength
or weaken those contributing to increase or decrease the �nal accuracy of the RB, respectively. In this
approach, the accuracy of the obtained knowledge is to be increased by the study and alteration of rules
as individuals in a second stage. This way, a Michigan approach style strategy is incorporated as a second
learning stage to analyze a previously evolved RB in the �rst stage without a signi�cant increment in the
number of RB evaluations.

The proposed hybrid Pittsburgh+Michigan learning strategy consists of two phases [31]. First, a
collection of RBs are randomly generated, in such a way that no previous knowledge is needed, and
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Figure 9: Fuzzy meta-scheduling system based on a hybrid Michigan+Pittsburgh approach.

evolution is considered by the application of genetic operators at the level of fuzzy RBs, i.e., following a
Pittsburgh approach strategy where a whole RB is encoded as an individual. Next, once the Pittsburgh
approach-based stage has �nished, the selected RB rules are subject to an analysis to evaluate their
contribution in the RB success in a Michigan-style process. Initially, rules role in the scheduler output
is obtained and next, those rules showing a relevant contribution, given by relevance index α, su�er an
increase in their associated weight, wi.

wi =

{
wi + ∆wi if αi > α

wi if αi < α
(26)

Hence, rules are altered individually and their cooperation with the rest of rules is analyzed. Thus, if
a signi�cant rule weight is increased and its combination with the rest of rules improves the scheduling
objective of the fuzzy system in the grid, a positive in�uence is associated to the examined rule. Also,
an analog reasoning can be derived for a worsening in system performance and this operation is repeated
for every signi�cant rule as to obtain its performance in�uence polarity. Following this procedure, all
rules whose associated weight increment allows a system performance improvement are integrated in the
next candidate RB keeping this alteration. If the whole contribution is positive, rules keep their weight.
Otherwise, only the rule presenting the greater contribution preserves its weight increment,

wi =


wi + ∆wi if αi > α, PIi < PIo

and (PIsim < PIimax or PIimax = PIi)

wi if αi < α

(27)

with PIo, PIsim, PIimax and PIi representing the original performance indicator for the RB, PI for the
RB with simultaneous weight alteration, best individual weight obtained after a rule weight increment
and RBi, respectively.

Secondly, those signi�cant rules that deteriorate the RB performance in the advent of a weight incre-
ment are studied. As discussed earlier, the role of these rules in the scheduler response is signi�cant, but
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it is taken as a negative contribution. Thereby, it is evaluated here if the alteration of their consequent
polarity cooperates to a RB quality improvement. Nevertheless, as in the previous weight modi�cation
process, these rules performance are individually and jointly evaluated and the best setting is maintained.

ci =

{
−ci if αi > α, PIi > PIo

ci i.o.c
(28)

3.3 Other bio-inspired learning strategies

Next, the adaptation of two non-genetic bio-inspired strategies for the learning of fuzzy rules is presented.
Speci�cally, bio-inspired strategies based on DE and PSO are presented.

3.3.1 Di�erential Evolution

The suggested knowledge acquisition strategy based on DE follows the general procedure of evolutionary
strategies, i.e., initialization, selection, crossover and mutation [29]. Firstly, in the initialization stage,
the objective function to be optimized and the function parameters must be speci�ed as corresponds
to the general DE procedure. In this approach, the function parameters are described by antecedents,
consequent and connectors of rules. Thereby a whole RB is encoded as a individual of the population
with the form:

RBiG =


ai1,1 ai1,2 . . . ai1,n bi1 ci1
ai2,1 ai2,2 . . . ai2,n bi2 ci2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aim,1 aim,2 . . . aim,n bim cim

 i = 1, 2, ..., N. (29)

with every row denoting a fuzzy rule, n and m the number of input features and rules, respectively, G the
generation number and N the number of individuals of the population. Note every rule in the learning
approach is formulated as shown in Eq. 8 and illustrated in Figure 2. Particularly, the weight of rules
is not altered in this strategy and thus, it is not included in the encoding of rules, i.e., w = 1 for all
participating rules. It is to be mentioned that standard DE algorithm has been adapted to evolve FRBSs
knowledge where every row of each individual describes the codi�cation of a single fuzzy rule. Hence, as
it can be inferred, parameters vectors have been extended to [m, n + 2] dimension matrices indicating
sets of rules. To be precise, considering seven input variables for the grid characterization as shown in
Table 2, n = 7. Furthermore, in this learning stage, for every RBi, each parameter is randomly started
taking into account each individual lower and upper limits for antecedents, consequents and connectors
of the rules:

aij,k ∈ [−NFin, NFin] , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (30)

bij ∈ [−NFout, NFout] , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} (31)

cij ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} (32)

where NFin and NFout denote the number of fuzzy sets for the n input features and the output, re-
spectively. It must be noted the fact that two possible connectors are born in mind: �AND� and �OR�,
encoded as 1 and 2 respectively. Also, rules weights are �xed to the unity.

Next, once the initialization of the RB population has concluded, every candidate rule base RBiG
is subject to mutation, crossover and selection operations. Mutation is generally used in evolutionary
algorithms as a way to avoid local optimums. With this objective, in the proposed approach, for every
target fuzzy rule base RBiG, three individuals, namely, RBr1G , RBr2G and RBr3G are randomly selected in
a way that r1, r2 and r3 are di�erent to i and the weighted di�erence of RBr2G and RBr3G is added to the
third base RBr1G :

DBiG+1 = RBr1G + F (RBr2G , RB
r3
G ) (33)
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where F denotes the mutation factor, F ∈ [0, 2] and DBiG+1 represents the donor base for RBiG. Next,
a crossover process is considered. In this stage, the trial base TBiG+1 is composed with the elements of
both target, RBiG and donor bases, DBiG+1. To be precise, elements of DBiG+1 are added to TBiG+1

considering a probability CR:

TBij,k,G+1 =

{
DBij,k,G+1 if randij,k ≤ CR
RBij,k,G+1 if randij,k > CR

(34)

with j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n+ 2}. Also, in the proposed approach a uniform distribution is taken
into account for random selection. Finally, the selection process decides which fuzzy bases are kept for
the following generation. With this aim, both target RB and trial RB are analyzed and those with better
results are selected:

RBiG+1 =

{
TBiG+1 if f(TBiG+1) ≤ f(RBiG)

RBiG othewise
(35)

Mutation, crossover and selection processes must be iterated as long as the stopping condition is not
satis�ed. Speci�cally, a established number of generations is considered as stopping condition in this
approach. It must be pointed out, there exist other versions for DE, such as DE with exponential
crossover or DE with x/rand di�erential variation, [35]. However, a canonical DE-based strategy is
suggested for rules evolution.

3.3.2 Knowledge Acquisition with a Swarm Intelligence Approach (KASIA)

KASIA strategy is founded on the use of PSO to the evolution of fuzzy RBs in FRBSs [32]. In this
approach, the population called swarm consists of NP particles and every particle P i denotes a whole
RB. The goal is to achieve the optimum location for particles or higher quality RB, i.e., the rule set that
gets the optimal value for a given �tness f which is pursued for the scheduling system. Hence, in this
approach every rule base RBi or particle P i in every iteration is described as

P i = RBi =


ai1,1 ai1,2 . . . ai1,n bi1 ci1
ai2,1 ai2,2 . . . ai2,n bi2 ci2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aim,1 aim,2 . . . aim,n bim cim

 i = 1, 2, ..., NP. (36)

where every row indicates the encoding of a fuzzy rule and n, m represents the number of input features
and rules, respectively. Antecedents aij,k are encoded considering the following boundaries

aij,k ∈ [−NFin, NFin] , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (37)

where NFin is the number of fuzzy sets for input j. Also, an analog reasoning is to be pursued for the
consequents bij with NFout denoting the number of output fuzzy sets,

bij ∈ [−NFout, NFout] , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} (38)

where NFout represents the number of output sets to be born in mind for the output. Moreover, the
connectives are encoded considering two values as in the previous approaches,

cij ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} (39)

As in the previous approach, it must be noted that every rule in this learning approach is formulated
as presented in Eq. 8 and shown in Figure 2. Also, the weight of rules is not altered in this strategy
and this way, it is not considered in the encoding of rules, i.e., w = 1 for all participating rules. every
rule in the learning approaches in this work is formulated as shown in Eq. 8 and illustrated in Figure 2.
Particularly, the weight of rules is not altered in this strategy and thus, it is not included in the learning
process, i.e., w = 1 for all participating rules.

In a �rst stage of the algorithm, each particle or RB is randomly initialized and it is associated to a
velocity matrix V i. As in the original bio-inspired strategy, PSO, velocity is used to update the position
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of the particles of the swarm where this position corresponds to a current con�guration of a RB. As shown
in Figure 3, rules antecedents, consequents and connectives are associated to linguistic labels encoded as
integers, e.g., antecedent aij,k can be associated to a label low which is encoded as 1 or connective cij can
be associated to a label or which is encoded as 2. Furthermore, in this approach, every component of
every rule, i.e., aij,k, b

i
j and c

i
j , is associated to a velocity vij,z which lets update each component value

through generations and thus, drive the swarm towards the best suited con�gurations or optima locations.
Hence, for every rule j of RB i, an antecedent term aij,k has a velocity vij,z with z ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, bij has
a velocity vij,n+1 and cij has a velocity vij,n+2. To be precise, every velocity term vij,k is encoded as an
integer and the velocity matrix is formulated as

V i =


vi1,1 vi1,2 . . . vi1,n vi1,n+1 vi1,n+2

vi2,1 vi2,2 . . . vi2,n vi2,n+1 vi2,n+2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vim,1 vim,2 . . . vim,n vim,n+1 vim,n+2

 (40)

vij,k ∈ [Vmin, Vmax] , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n+ 2} (41)

where Vmin and Vmax indicate the limits for velocity. Also, some aspects regarding Vmin and Vmax
must be considered. Particles in canonical PSO update their position considering their own inertia,
own best experience or location and the social experience of the whole swarm. Speci�cally, particles
try to �nd solutions in the search space within a limited range [−s, s]. In KASIA approach, the search
space is classi�ed into three areas as shown in particles representation, Eq. 36, associated to antecedent,
consequent and connector components. Hence, the search space is described by Eq. 37, Eq. 38 and Eq.
39 for each RB element, respectively. Moreover, with the objective of e�ectively moving particles within
space, the maximum velocity in the same iteration is bounded to a range [Vmin, Vmax] or bearing in mind
symmetry [−Vmax, Vmax]. As studied in [4], explosion has generally been controlled through the use of
a V max parameter, which limits particles movements through velocity. Thereby, velocity satis�es [25]:

vij,k = sign(vij,k, )min(|vij,k|, Vmax) (42)

Vmax is classically formulated as p× s, with 0.1 ≤ p ≤ 1.0. Within KASIA approach, p is selected in such
a way that Vmax is the unity for every component in the matrix, i.e., p = 1/3 for antecedents, p = 1/5
for consequents and p = 1/2 for antecedents.

Therefore, at every iteration t+ 1, a �tness value is obtained for every RB and the velocity is updated
by the following expression

V i(t+ 1) = d0 ⊗ V i(t)⊕ (d1 ∗ r1)⊗ (P#(t) � P i(t))

⊕(d2 ∗ r2)⊗ (P ∗(t)�P i(t)) (43)

where d0 denotes inertia weight, d1 and d2 are constant weight factors, r1 and r2 are random factors in the
interval [0,1], ⊗ and ⊕ indicate the multiplication and addition of matrices, respectively, P#(t) denotes
the best acquired RB for particle P i and P ∗(t) represents the best RB achieved considering the whole
swarm and all the iterations. Thus, each particle P i, updates its location on the basis of the current
value of its RB or inertia and the global and local best suited RB achieved though the swarm evolution

P i(t+ 1) = P i(t)⊕ V i(t+ 1) (44)

As in the previous approach, this update process must be done until the stopping condition is met.
Also, it is relevant to point out that antecedents, consequents and connectives can exceed the search
space limits as a consequence of the update process. Hence, in order to maintain the RBs coherence, a
collection of constrains must be imposed for these components in every iteration,
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aij,k =

{
NFin if aij,k > NFin

−NFin if aij,k < −NFin
(45)

bij,k =

{
NFout if bij,k > NFout

−NFout if bij,k < −NFout
(46)

cij =

{
1 if cij < 1

2 if cij > 2
(47)

An observation must be made for this approach. Rules with no premise part are not allowed (i.e. since
they correspond to a controller output regardless of the grid system state). This way, in these situations,
rules must be initialized

if

n∑
k=1

aij,k = 0 ⇒ init aij (48)

4 Simulation results

4.1 Simulation scenarios

The conducted simulations to show the performance of the di�erent suggested strategies are executed in
di�erent grid scenarios. Next, these scenarios more relevant features are presented.

4.1.1 First scenario

In the �rst considered simulation scenario a simulator based on the GridSim toolkit is used [37]. GridSim
is applied in the analysis of scheduling strategies and resource management in grid computing systems.
Despite the existence of other simulators allowing the evaluation of new grid scheduling algorithm, as it
is the case of MicroGrid [26] and SimGrid [24] simulators, GridSim presents good features that facilitate
the implementation of simulation environments, such as the consideration of background tra�c on links
or hosts loads from real workload traces.

The �rst grid scenario consists of 5 RDs each considering a number of resources ranging from 12
to 36. Also, in order to simulate the heterogeneity of resources in a RD, hosts speed is uniformly
distributed among 12000 Millions Instructions Per Second (MIPS) (AMD Athlon 64 Dual Core, 2.2Ghz)
and 18500 MIPS (AMD Athlon FX-57, 2.8Ghz), associated to current machines processing capabilities.
Further, resources are not exclusively con�gured to meet the grid needs and thus, the load on each
host is simulated by traces retrieved from measurements on current systems, LANL Origin 2000 Cluster
(Nirvana) and SDSC Blue Horizon [37]. These measurements contain percentages of idle computational
resources through time, and they are used to simulate real resources. Furthermore, network links are
divided into broadband high-speed networks LAN and WAN where LANs bit rate in a resource domain
is �xed to 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet), whereas WANs bit rate is set to 1 Gbit/s (Gigabit Ethernet). In
this scenario, it is assumed the fact that network transfer times are negligible since applications having
a small input/output data and light background tra�c is considered. As stated in [3], many operational
Grid networks such as EGEE/ LCG Grid infrastructure, can be described bearing in mind a Poisson task
generation distribution. Hence, in this scenario tasks arrival are driven by a Poisson random distribution
where tasks are classi�ed into two user groups with a priority of θ1 = 2θ2. In this scenario, grid features
state are presented in Table 1.

4.1.2 Second scenario

The second proposed setting is also founded on GridSim toolkit and Alea [21]. Alea is a simulation
software based on GridSim toolkit focused on the study of scheduling strategies in grid computing.
Furthermore, Alea lets the use of traces and grid setting from actual installations from the Grid Workload
Archive (GWA) [7]. To be precise, the suggested grid scenario is based on AuverGrid. AuverGrid is a
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Cluster CPUs

clrlcgce01 112
clrlcgce02 84
clrlcgce03 186
iut15 38
obc 55

Table 3: AuverGrid scenario machines distribution.

Cluster CPU speed (MHz) Memory (KB) CPU type Operating system Number of machines Total CPUs

cluster_0 1500 48,000,000 Itanium2 Linux 1 8

cluster_1 2200 32,000,000 Opteron Linux 1 16

cluster_2 3200 1,009,000 Xeon Linux 10 10

cluster_3 2600 131,182,840 Opteron Linux 5 80

cluster_4 1600 1,005,000 AthlonMP Linux 16 32

cluster_5 2400 1,048,576 Xeon Linux 32 64

cluster_6 2659 15,565,060 Xeon Linux 36 148

cluster_7 3056 2,021,000 Xeon Linux 35 70

cluster_8 1600 1,024,000 Opteron Linux 10 20

cluster_9 2400 4,000,000 Opteron Linux 3 6

cluster_10 2000 4,000,000 Opteron Linux 23 92

cluster_11 3000 4,546,800 Xeon Linux 19 152

cluster_12 2660 27,343,000 Xeon Linux 8 64

cluster_13 2360 15,200,000 Xeon Linux 11 44

Table 4: Metacentrum-based grid structure.

production grid platform that consists of �ve clusters located in the Auvergne, France. The AuverGrid
project is a subproject of the Enabling Grids for E-science in Europe project (EGEE) that uses the
Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid project (LCG) middleware as grid framework where biomedical
research and high energy physics applications represent the main objective �elds. Table 3 summarizes
the AuverGrid-based scenario resources where clusters consists of a set of computing resources executing
Scienti�c Linux (dual 3GHz Pentium-IV Xeons). In this scenario, grid features state are presented in
Table 2.

4.1.3 Third scenario

The meta-schedulers performance and learning strategies are also tested considering Alea [21]. The grid
environment and workload traces are collected from Czech National Grid Infrastructure, Metacentrum
[16]. Metacentrum is a CESNET project, an operator of academic network of the Czech Republic -
National Research and Education Network, NREN whose goal is to help in the achievement of a high
performance computational framework by sharing of resources from a wide collection of organizations
machines all around the world. To be precise, the grid scenario consists of 210 resources, concerning 806
heterogeneous CPUs (i.e., Opteron/Xeon with 1500 MHz to 3200 MHz), running Linux OS and located
in 14 RDs, see 4. Moreover, jobs are retrieved from Metacentrum workload traces from January-May
2009 (available at [16]). In this grid setting, state features are presented in Table 2.

4.2 Performance Tests

Next, obtained results by authors in the development and improvement of learning strategies for fuzzy
rule-based scheduler that have been presented in this work, are shown. With this aim, the described
simulation scenarios are used. It must be pointed out that the di�erent settings presented in the previous
section are associated to simulation software update and new traces availability with time that allow
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Relatives improvements (%) of Michigan-based approach (30 experiments, 96 con�gurations)

Alternative strategy fobj

EASY Back�lling / Michigan (average) 5.45

EASY Back�lling / Michigan (best result) 9.98

QoS Guided Min-Min / Michigan (average) 6.86

QoS Guided Min-Min / Michigan (best result) 11.32

Table 5: Relatives improvement values for Michigan-based approach after validation with respect to
EASY-BF and QoS Guided Min-Min.

Relatives improvements (%) of Pittsburgh-based approach (30 experiments, 36 con�gurations)

Alternative strategy fobj

EASY Back�lling / Pittsburgh (average) 6.38

EASY Back�lling / Pittsburgh (best result) 10.13

QoS Guided Min-Min / Pittsburgh (average) 7.77

QoS Guided Min-Min / Pittsburgh (best result) 11.47

Table 6: Relatives improvement values for Pittsburgh-based approach after validation with respect to
EASY-BF and QoS Guided Min-Min.

evaluating the learning strategies in improved versions of grid scenarios. Hence, the considered strategies
are not applied to all the simulation scenarios.

• First, several tests were made to verify the feasibility of evolutionary meta-schedulers for grid
computing [28]. Simulations results in the �rst scenario showed the fact that a better execution
time for tasks (makespan) was achieved with Pittsburgh approach in comparison to basic schedulers
such as Random-Random, Round Robin-Random and a scheduler based on fuzzy rules. Speci�cally,
a 19.66% of improvement is obtained with respect to the best of the other schedulers (based on
fuzzy rules).

• Also, in [30] the �rst simulation scenario is used, and the performance of Michigan approach is
compared to that of Pittsburgh approach. In this work, it is shown how these strategies applied to
the fuzzy meta-scheduler improve classic scheduling algorithms such as EASY-Back�lling (EASY-
BF) [41] and QoS Guided Min-Min [12], see Tables 5 and 6. In this sense, the considered �tness is
awrt.

• Moreover, in the �rst scenario, several simulations are conducted with a hybrid Michigan+Pittsburgh
approach [33]. Simulation results indicate that using this strategy in the implementation of a grid
meta-scheduler can improve the performance of the scheduling in terms of awrt approximately 6%
(6.38% for Pittsburgh-based and 5.45% for Michigan-based approach) compared to the best of other
strategies (EASY-BF, [41]and QoS Guided Min-Min, [12]). In addition, the experiments carried
out in [33] show that the proposed learning system (hybridization Michigan+Pittsburgh) is able to
provide a high-quality RB with a signi�cant decrease in computational cost (5,74%) compared to
Pittsburgh approach whilst also achieving the accuracy of this approach for the �nal RB.

• On the other hand, in the second simulation scenario, the feasibility of the hybridization of Pitts-
burgh+Michigan approach [31] was tested. Speci�cally, this proposal improved the obtained results
with Pittsburgh approach by 1.12%, at the same time the convergence time was improved by 2.71%.
In these simulations, the used �tness to make comparison was awrt. Also, it was shown the using
awrt as �tness, the performance of the scheduler could be improved in other �tness not used for
training and presenting con�icting interests to those of awrt. A summarization of these results are
presented in Table 7.
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Metric/Strategy Hybrid Average Pittsburgh Average Hybrid Best Min-Min

Makespan (s) 272691.015 272691.015 272691.015 273296.015

Classic Usage (%) 6.05 5.77 5.77 5.75

Flow Time (s) 1914.380 2337.983 1866.721 6515.479

Machine Usage (%) 6.06 5.77 6.04 6.03

Tardiness (s) 15.0232 326.7426 0.1016 4109.3788

Slowdown (s) 1.2696 4.1166 1.0073 27.586

Awrt (s) 36636.594 370861.086 36563.870 41591.697

Awsd (s) 1.0258 1.2528 1.0003 3.4914

Table 7: Simulation results comparative for the Hybrid Pittsburgh+Michigan approach, Pittsburgh and
Min-Min in AuverGrid scenario.

Strategy/�tness statistic (hours) Average �tness Best �tness Worst �tness

DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION 456.0620 433.8595 459.5848

Pittsburgh con�guration 1 463.2184 451.4051 467.8432

Pittsburgh con�guration 2 465.0112 457.8231 467.8431

Table 8: Training makespan results for DE-based strategy and Pittsburgh approach in two di�erent
settings.

• With respect to the strategy based on DE, several tests were conducted in the third scenario that
show that the strategy o�ers a faster convergence that the obtained with Pittsburgh approach, also
increasing the scheduler accuracy [29]. Speci�cally, DE outperforms best solution achieved by Pitts-
burgh setting in �nal training �tness on average by 1.54%, as shown in Table 8. Moreover, Table 8
presents the statistics of the 30 executions considering distribution average, best and worse results.
It is illustrated that DE-based strategy best solution improves best Pittsburgh-based strategy results
by 3.89%. Further, it is observed that DE-based strategy worst result is 1.77% more reduced than
Pittsburgh one. Furthermore, Table 9 shows results for DE-based, Pittsburgh-based and EASY-BF-
based schedulers in a validation scenario. As shown DE-scheduler performance in makespan out-
performs Pittsburgh-based scheduler by 1.10% and EASY-BF-based scheduler by 6.16%. Also, the
scheduler with DE learning improves in machine weighted usage (1.17% and 5.32% for Pittsburgh-
based and EASY-BF-based strategies, respectively) and classic machine usage (3.02% and 19.34%
for Pittsburgh-based and EASY-BF-based strategies, respectively). Notwithstanding, as expected,
other criteria such as �owtime and tardiness show a worse performance. It is to be noted that the
suggested knowledge acquisition strategy has been trained to outperform makespan results, what
may have opposed interests to the optimization of other criteria.

• Furthermore, using the third simulation scenario, tests are conducted using KASIA as learning
system and makespan as �tness function in [32]. Moreover, in the third scenario, several simulations
are conducted considering KASIA as learning system and makespan as �tness function, [32]. In
that work, a comparison between KASIA and Pittsburgh show that KASIA improves by 1.58%
Pittsburgh approach. Moreover, KASIA convergence �tness improves Pittsburgh in 2,38%. Also,

Metric/Strategy Fuzzy-DE Fuzzy-Pittsburgh EASY-BF

Makespan (hours) 456.0620 461.0906 485.9961

Flow-time (hours) 24.6542 24.6849 24.3032

Weighted usage (%) 46.97 46.42 44.47

Classic usage (%) 58.28 56.52 47.01

Tardiness (hours) 1.3377 1.3215 0.8987

Table 9: Scheduling strategies results in validation scenario for DE-based scheduling strategy, Pittsburgh
and EASY-BF.
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Metric/Strategy Fuzzy-KASIA Fuzzy-Pittsburgh EASY-BF ESG+LS periodical

Makespan (s) 1633719.8 1659926.3 1749586.0 1973151.4

Flow-time (s) 87765.539 88865.534 87491.471 83379.182

Weighted usage (%) 48.184 46.420 44.471 34.744

Classic usage (%) 59.360 56.528 47.013 40.914

Tardiness (s) 4683.250 4757.286 3235.311 1274.822

Slowdown (s) 197.036 192.049 184.352 17.522

Table 10: Scheduling strategies results for KASIA, Pittsburgh, EASY-BF, and ESG+LS periodical.

it is shown that a reduction in makespan results is joint to an increase in terms of machine usage.
Thereby, the fuzzy scheduler with KASIA-learning improves the genetic-based scheduler regarding
machine classical and weighted usage by 4.77% and 3.66%, respectively. On contrary, no signi�cant
di�erence is observed in criteria such as �ow-time, slowdown, or tardiness. As in the previous
case, these criteria are not included as objective in the learning process and may concern opposed
interests to the considered training �tness. Further, performance is compared to two other extended
scheduling strategies in existing grid systems, EASY-BF and ESG+Local Search periodical [23, 21].
Table 10 shows these strategies performance results bearing in mind the same grid conditions.

It can be observed that KASIA-based scheduler obtains the best makespan performance compared
to the rest of strategies. Speci�cally, it outperforms EASY-BF makespan and ESG+LS periodical by
6,62% and 17.20%, respectively. Thereby, it is shown that KASIA-based scheduler �nds the highest
quality RB concerning the training index, and that this results remains in altered grid conditions as
validation results show. Moreover, a better performance in machine weighted and machine classical
usage is obtained (7.71% and 20.81% in comparison to the best alternative strategy, EASY-BF,
respectively). In spite of this, as it could be expected, the optimization of makespan drives to a
worsening in �ow-time, slowdown, or tardiness results.

Table 11 presents a summarization of the improvements obtained by each bio-inspired strategy with
respect to classical Pittsburgh approach. Speci�cally, it is shown that all suggested learning strategies
improve Pittsburgh approach accuracy, regardless Michigan approach. Furthermore, it is illustrated
that some strategies outperform convergence times, as in the case of hybrid Michigan+Pittsburgh ap-
proach. Also, in Table 12, the improvement of Pittsburgh approach in comparison to other classical
meta-scheduling strategies is shown. As it can be derived from these analysis, the proposed learning
techniques, including Michigan approach, cooperate in the increase of the scheduling quality of the fuzzy
meta-scheduler, whose performance improves the rest of considered classical scheduling approaches.

5 Conclusions

Fuzzy rule-based schedulers are recently emerging as e�cient solutions for the grid scheduling problem
based on the application of expert knowledge and fuzzy characterization and dealing of resources sites
state. However, the learning of these meta-schedulers arises as one of the most critical aspect and e�ective
strategies in terms of �nal results and computational e�ort are pursued. In this work, di�erent learning
strategies are analyzed to acquire knowledge bases for meta-schedulers in grid computing. To be precise,
several techniques based on genetic algorithms, DE and PSO are presented. Several simulations are
conducted where results prove the good performance of FRBSs with bio-inspired learning as schedulers
in grid computing. It is shown that the obtained results with the fuzzy scheduler using these learning
systems improve that of traditional strategies in current systems such as EASY Back�lling, QoS Guided
Min Min, and ESG+Local Search Periodical. Moreover, it is veri�ed that the fuzzy rule-based scheduler
using automatically acquired knowledge outperforms the grid performance without dependence with the
considered training �tness (makespan and awrt). Further, it is proved that the fuzzy scheduling strategy
is able to improve in terms of criteria may presenting con�icting interests (classic usage, �ow time,
machine usage, tardiness, slowdown y runtime) with the optimization index.
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Approach % Improvement Fitness Scenario

Michigan -0,93 AWRT First

Pittsburgh - - -

Pittsburgh+Michigan. 1,12 AWRT Second

Michigan+Pittsburgh * AWRT First

Di�erential evolution 1,10 Makespan Third

KASIA 1,58 Makespan Third

Table 11: Learning strategies performance summarization. * Improvement in convergence speed by
5.74%.

Classical Strategy % Improvement Fitness

Random - Random 332,87 Makespan

Round Robin - Random 270,8 Makespan

Min-Min 10,83 AWRT

QoS Guided Min Min 7,77 AWRT

EASY BF 6,38 / 5,12 AWRT / Makespan

ESG+LS Periodical 15,82 Makespan

Table 12: Pittsburgh vs. classical scheduling strategies performance.

It is important to point out that tests are conducted in di�erent simulation scenarios and that re-
sults present signi�cant improvement when using FRBS-based schedulers concerning automatic learning
systems based on bio-inspired strategies. This variety in simulations results, two of them using traces
and con�gurations from real installations, shows the robustness of the fuzzy rule-based scheduler and the
applied learning techniques. Regarding the learning techniques, it is relevant to underline the obtained
results with KASIA. KASIA results outperform the rest of suggested bio-inspired strategies: Genetic
Algorithms-based strategies (Pittsburgh, Michigan and two hybrid approaches: Pittsburgh+Michigan
and Michigan+Pittsburgh) and DE. Speci�cally, this improvement is shown by the quality of the knowl-
edge bases and the necessary computational cost, lower in the case of KASIA.
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